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Advancing decadal-scale climate prediction in the
North Atlantic sector
N. S. Keenlyside1, M. Latif1, J. Jungclaus2, L. Kornblueh2 & E. Roeckner2

The climate of the North Atlantic region exhibits fluctuations on
decadal timescales that have large societal consequences.
Prominent examples include hurricane activity in the Atlantic1,
and surface-temperature and rainfall variations over North
America2, Europe3 and northern Africa4. Although these multide-
cadal variations are potentially predictable if the current state of
the ocean is known5–7, the lack of subsurface ocean observations8

that constrain this state has been a limiting factor for realizing
the full skill potential of such predictions9. Here we apply a
simple approach—that uses only sea surface temperature (SST)
observations—to partly overcome this difficulty and perform
retrospective decadal predictions with a climate model. Skill is
improved significantly relative to predictions made with incom-
plete knowledge of the ocean state10, particularly in the North
Atlantic and tropical Pacific oceans. Thus these results point
towards the possibility of routine decadal climate predictions.
Using this method, and by considering both internal natural cli-
mate variations and projected future anthropogenic forcing, we
make the following forecast: over the next decade, the current
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation will weaken to its
long-term mean; moreover, North Atlantic SST and European
and North American surface temperatures will cool slightly,
whereas tropical Pacific SST will remain almost unchanged. Our
results suggest that global surface temperature may not increase
over the next decade, as natural climate variations in the North
Atlantic and tropical Pacific temporarily offset the projected
anthropogenic warming.

The North Atlantic is a region with large natural multidecadal
variability2,4,11–14. Observations suggest that Atlantic multidecadal
variability may be oscillatory, with a period of 70–80 years. Palaeo-
evidence15 and coupled general circulation models16–18 support the
oscillatory nature of Atlantic multidecadal variability, and hence the
existence of a low order mode of natural variability. Although
major uncertainties exist in the mechanisms of Atlantic multidecadal
variability19, it is widely accepted that the meridional overturning
circulation (MOC) plays an important role in driving multidecadal
SST variations, as shown by ocean20 and coupled5,7,14,16,19 model
simulations.

Studies with coupled general circulation models assuming perfect
ocean initial conditions indicate that accurate initialization of MOC
may allow Atlantic multidecadal variability to be predicted a decade
or more in advance5–7. However, past MOC fluctuations have been
poorly observed8 and large uncertainties exist among ocean model
simulations21 and ocean analyses. Here, this difficulty is partly over-
come with a simple initialization scheme, previously applied in sea-
sonal forecasting22, that consists of relaxing SST anomalies of the
coupled general circulation models to observations. (These simula-
tions, called SST-restored, are described in Methods.) Additionally,
decadal predictions require accurate projections of external radiative

forcing (that is, computed from concentrations of greenhouse
gases and sulphate aerosols, solar cycle variations, and volcanic
activity)10,23.

Using this simple initialization technique and a state-of-the-art
coupled general circulation model24, a set of ten-year-long, three-
member ensemble hindcasts/forecasts were performed every five
years from 1955 till 2005 (except for 1995, which instead is started
in 1994). External radiative forcing in the hindcasts is treated follow-
ing ref. 9. Three additional integrations with radiative forcing com-
puted following observations (called twentieth century-RF) are used
to estimate predictability due to external radiative forcing. (See
Methods for experimental details.)

Skilful predictions of surface temperature averaged over years one
to ten of the hindcasts are obtained over large parts of the North
Atlantic, Europe, North America and northern Africa (Fig. 1a). In
these regions, skill is well above that of persistence (Fig. 1b).
Persistence, the prediction that assumes no change from the initial
conditions, is a commonly used benchmark for skill. The twentieth
century-RF simulations show skill over parts of northern Africa,
North America and Europe, but no skill over the North Atlantic
Ocean, except in the vicinity of the Equator (Fig. 1c). Over the north-
ern North Atlantic, the climate model hindcast is significantly more
skilful than the twentieth century-RF simulations (Fig. 1a). It follows
that in this region a significant fraction of the skill arises from initi-
alization of the North Atlantic Ocean, as opposed to external radi-
ative forcing. Over western Europe and large parts of North America,
initialization also leads to a significant enhancement in skill. Skill
enhancements outside the North Atlantic sector are found in the
central eastern tropical Pacific (Fig. 1a and below) and the equatorial
Indian Ocean (Supplementary Information).

In several regions, initialization causes a significant degradation in
skill compared to the twentieth century-RF simulations (Fig. 1c).
Over the tropical North Atlantic and central Africa this is probably
related to deficiencies, common to many coupled models, in simu-
lating tropical Atlantic climate. Thus, large skill improvements in this
region may be expected, as models improve. The SST-restored simu-
lations (Fig. 1d) provide an estimate for the upper limit of skill of
our forecast system during the period considered, as they include
observed SST anomalies and external radiative forcing. Over all three
land regions, the skill of the SST-restored simulations is generally
higher and larger in extent than that of the hindcasts and twentieth
century-RF simulations. Over North America and western Europe,
the regions that show significantly enhanced skill over the twentieth
century-RF simulations are larger than those of the hindcasts (Fig. 1a,
d), indicating that considerably more skill may be achievable with
better initialization techniques and improved models.

Skill in predicting North Atlantic SST on decadal timescales would
imply, as described above, skill in initializing the Atlantic MOC. In
the SST-restored simulations, the Atlantic MOC weakens from the
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1950s till the mid-1960s, strengthens thereafter, peaking between the
late-1980s to late-1990s, and subsequently weakens again (Fig. 2a).
Although consistent with SST observations25, the veracity of these
results is hard to assess, as direct MOC observations are insufficient8

and large uncertainties exist among ocean model simulations21 and
ocean analyses. The small ensemble spread relative to the low fre-
quency MOC fluctuations also supports the utility of the initializa-
tion scheme.

In contrast to measurements of the MOC, regular hydrographic
observations in the Labrador Sea extend back past the 1950s. As
density changes in the Labrador Sea are widely accepted to force
MOC variations5,21,25, these observations provide an alternative
method to assess MOC initialization. Simulated multidecadal fluc-
tuations of wintertime Labrador Sea convection, weakest around
1970 and strongest in the early 1990s, broadly agree with observations
of Labrador Sea Water thickness26, which is closely related to con-
vection (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, simulated MOC variations closely
follow Labrador Sea convection by several years (Fig. 2). Thus, these
results provide evidence that observed MOC fluctuations are, to a
certain degree, skilfully initialized.

On multidecadal timescales, Labrador Sea convection is initialized
directly by SST relaxation. The latter includes the history of observed

atmospheric forcing, and in particular the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), which plays a key role in forcing multidecadal MOC varia-
tions20,21,25. Consistently, observed NAO variations lead simulated
MOC changes by several years, but inconsistently, they are not well
related to simulated Labrador Sea convection, except perhaps on
multidecadal timescales (Fig. 2). Although the simulated NAO index
does not correspond well with the observations, it strengthens during
the simulated period, and thus probably also contributes to forcing
MOC variations (Fig. 2c).

Initialized decadal fluctuations in the Atlantic MOC are predict-
able a decade in advance, with ensemble-spread small compared to
the signal (Fig. 3a); hindcast skill is, however, largely due to capturing
the long-term trend. MOC variations in the twentieth century-RF
simulations are weak, and not surprisingly, unrelated to those in the
initialization simulations. Model studies indicate that multidecadal
Atlantic MOC variations force inter-hemispheric dipolar SST anom-
alies5,7,14,16,19. Observed variations of the latter are predicted a decade
in advance by the hindcasts, but not by the twentieth century-RF
simulations (Fig. 3b). Hindcast skill here is thus consistent with
predicting Atlantic MOC variations. Consistently, North Atlantic
(0–60uN) SST is better predicted by the hindcasts (r 5 0.77) than
the twentieth century-RF simulations (r 5 0.66) (not shown). The
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Figure 1 | Correlation skill in predicting observed ten-year mean surface
temperature anomalies a decade in advance relative to other more
traditional approaches. a, Skill of nine ten-year-long predictions, evenly
distributed over the period 1955–2005, made with a climate model
initialized using ocean (SST) observations and run with projected changes in
radiative forcing. b, As in a but given by persistence. c, As in a, but not
initialized using ocean observations and with radiative forcing following
observations. d, As in c, but with model SST relaxed to observations between
60u S and 60uN (seen in near perfect correlations over the ocean).
Correlations exceeding 0.58 are significant at the 5% level. Regions where
initialization results in a significant enhancement or reduction in skill

compared to radiative-forcing-only simulations are indicated by a blue
cross-hatching in a and c, respectively. Land regions where restoring to
observed SST anomalies provides a significant enhancement in skill relative
to radiative-forcing-only simulations are indicated by blue cross-hatching in
d. Correlations in a and c are field significant at close to the 0% level, while
those in b pass the field significance test at the 1% level. Details of
significance estimation are given in Methods. Correlations in a, c and d are
computed from the ensemble mean of three simulations. SST observations
are from HADISST27; land surface temperature observations are from
CRUTEMP328.
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greater skill of the hindcasts, over the twentieth century-RF simula-
tions, in predicting decadal North Atlantic, western European (Figs 1
and 3c) and North American (Figs 1 and 3d) surface-temperature
variations is thus likely to be due to skill in predicting Atlantic MOC
fluctuations.

Enhanced skill over the twentieth century-RF simulations in pre-
dicting land surface temperature (Fig. 1a, c), especially over North
America, may also arise from outside the Atlantic. In particular,
tropical Pacific decadal SST variations are more skilfully predicted
by the hindcasts, which correctly capture the 1970s climate shift, than
by the twentieth century-RF simulations (Fig. 3e; Supplementary
Information). Hindcast skill for global mean temperature (Fig. 4)
is also high, but slightly less than the twentieth century-RF
simulations. The largest difference occurs for the 1994–2004
predictions, with hindcast surface temperature cooler than observed
and twentieth century-RF simulations warmer (Fig. 4). These differ-
ences stem from the predictions of internal tropical Pacific varia-
bility, with extreme warm conditions predicted by the twentieth
century-RF simulations and near neutral conditions by the hindcasts;
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Figure 2 | SSTrestoringforcesrobustmultidecadalfluctuationsintheAtlantic
Ocean meridional overturning circulation, Labrador Sea convection and the
North Atlantic Oscillation. a, Annual mean meridional overturning circulation
(MOC) at 30uN from the SST-restored simulations. Grey shading indicates
ensemble spread in all panels. b, Simulated wintertime (December–February)
Labrador Sea (60–50uW, 55–65uN) mixed-layer depth and observed annual
mean Labrador Sea Water (LSW) thickness26. The latter is defined between
isopycnals s1.5 5 34.72–34.62, and is closely related to wintertime Labrador Sea
convection. Simulated Labrador Sea convection precedes MOC variations at
30uN, with a maximum correlation (0.71) when the MOC lags by three years.
c, Observed29 and simulated ensemble mean wintertime North Atlantic
Oscillation(NAO)indices.Solid linesindicatetheseven-yearrunningmean.The
NAO index is defined as the sea-level-pressure (SLP) difference between Lisbon
andStykkisholmur. ObservedNAOvariationsprecedeMOCvariationsat30uN,
with a maximum correlation (0.52) when the MOC lags by 3–4 years, but are not
closely related to simulated Labrador Sea convection (r , 0.4 at any lag).
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Figure 3 | Hindcast/forecast decadal means of selected time series,
compared with observations and climate model projections including only
radiative forcing changes but not initialized using ocean observations. Model
projections are twentieth century-RF followed by A1B scenario simulations
(‘20C-RF/A1B’). a, Maximum MOC strength at 30uN; b, Atlantic SST dipole
index (60–10uW, 40–60uN minus 50–0uW, 40–60u S SST area averages), which
is constructed to isolate MOC forced SST fluctuations from radiatively forced
variations25; c, European land surface temperature (5uW–10uE, 35–60uN
average); d, North American surface temperature (120–70uW, 30–50uN
average); and e, eastern Tropical Pacific SST (150–90uW, 20u S–20uN average).
a–e, Each point represents a ten-year centred mean; vertical bars indicate
ensemble spread; verification and forecast periods are indicated (dark shading
begins 2008, indicating the start of the true forecast period); two additional
forecasts with radiative forcing stabilized at year 2000 levels are also shown.
b–e, Correlation of both hindcasts and climate model projections with
observations are given in brackets. Owing to insufficient observations, in a the
correlation with the MOC from SST-restored simulation is given. Hindcast
correlation skill is significantly greater at the 5% level than that of the standard
climate projection in all cases (significance test described in Methods). Scale on
right is used for the SST-restored simulation and observations; note the
different ranges for right and left axes in a and b. SST are from HADISST27, land
temperature from CRUTEMP328 (‘CRU3’).
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weak warm conditions were observed (Fig. 3e; Supplementary
Information).

We now consider two forecasts, started in November 2000 and
November 2005. The MOC is predicted to weaken almost to its
1950–2005 mean over the next decade (Fig. 3a), leading to a weak-
ening of Atlantic SST hemispheric difference towards zero (Fig. 3b).
North Atlantic (not shown), western European (Fig. 3c) and North
American (Fig. 3d) surface temperatures cool towards 1994–2004
levels. In contrast, in the un-initialized (twentieth century-RF) pre-
dictions the MOC slightly weakens, the hemispheric SST difference is
unchanged, and warming of surface temperatures over the latter
three regions continues (Fig. 3a–d). Eastern tropical Pacific SST is
forecasted to remain almost unchanged, but 0.3 K cooler than the un-
initialized predictions (Fig. 3e). The differences in predicted North
Atlantic and tropical Pacific variability lead to a large difference in the
global mean temperature prediction: the initialized prediction indi-
cates a slight cooling relative to 1994–2004 levels, while the anthro-
pogenic-forcing-only simulation suggests a near 0.3 K rise (Fig. 4). In
the long-term both projections agree with each other, as is found by
extending the 2005 prediction till 2030 (Fig. 4). Internal decadal
fluctuations were also found to offset anthropogenic global warming
in a previous study19, but the offset was much less pronounced and
associated primarily with changes in the tropical Pacific.

To investigate the sensitivity of the predictions to greenhouse gas
forcing only, the two forecasts were repeated assuming that green-
house gases were stabilized at year 2000 values. The predictions for
the MOC and surface temperature remain basically unchanged.
Thus, in the near future, natural decadal variability in the Atlantic
and Pacific may not only override the regional effects of global warm-
ing, but temporarily weaken it. Thus, a joint initial/boundary value
problem has to be considered when forecasting North Atlantic sector
and global climate variability for the coming decades.

The results presented here are promising in light of existing model
biases. Experience in numerical weather prediction and seasonal
forecasting has shown that skill can be considerably improved by
reducing model systematic error and by more accurate forecast initi-
alization. Thus, useful decadal predictions may be in reach.

METHODS SUMMARY
Simulations. Results are based on three sets of simulations with the ECHAM5/

MPI-OM coupled general circulation model24 (IPCC version). (1) Three

integrations (twentieth century-RF/A1B), from 1860–2015, started from

different points of a control simulation. Before 2000, radiative forcing follows

observations (greenhouse gas and sulphate aerosol concentrations, solar cycle

variations, and major volcanic eruptions), and after 2000, it follows the IPCC

A1B scenario. Predictability due to radiative forcing is estimated from these

simulations. (2) Three coupled integrations (SST-restored), from 1950–2005,

initialized from the twentieth century-RF simulations and with identical radi-

ative forcing, but with relaxation towards SST constructed from the coupled

model climatology with observed SST anomalies superimposed. The relaxation

constant is strong (0.25 d21) between 30u S and 30uN, and decreases linearly to

zero between 30u and 60u S and between 30u and 60uN; poleward of 60u S and

60uN the model is fully coupled. (3) Nine hindcasts and two forecasts (three-

member, ten-years long), initialized from the SST-restored simulations during

the period 1955–2005. Radiative forcing is as in the twentieth century-RF simu-

lations, except for solar cycle variations, which are repeated from the previous 11

years, and major volcanic eruptions. The latter that occurred during a hindcast

are not included, and the impact of any that occurred before the hindcast is

damped away with an e-folding time of one year.

Significance tests. For nine forecasts we assume seven degrees of freedom (d.f.).

As only positive correlations indicate skill, the significance level for the forecast is

determined using a one-sided t-test. A correlation is determined to be signifi-

cantly larger or smaller than another if the Fisher-Z transformed values pass a

one-sided t-test for differences in means (with 12 d.f.). The Fisher-Z distribution

of correlations of nine independent and normally distributed pairs of points is

close to normal. Field significance is estimated on a 15u3 15u grid to minimize

effects of spatial correlation.
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